You said


















We don’t like all the bright colours
(tone it down),
we don’t want to see bright noisy
colours + lots of confusing stuff
We don’t want the new site to be
in your face + way too much
We don’t like Oxcentric (name) –
it’s trying to be clever but not
really or rather it is confusing
We like Oxme.info (the name) – it
is short and clear
Just one website. We could say
oxme & oxme juniors (please don’t
call older young people Seniors!)
Clear page with many fewer
options (LESS IS MORE)
SIMPLE (people our age want
things to look clear + simple)
Design that is simple, uncluttered,
cool + attractive
Opportunities to interact and
contribute
Forums + interaction
The current site has a basic font
looks like you don’t care about
details
We want a distinctive style that
only looks like the site, which is
exclusive/special/ours
We want our own font + look
Links to things are in white – can’t
read what they say
Too many choices and too much
complicated language
The website should have
information about bullying, funding
and jobs, and setting up clubs
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We did



















Cool, calm colours
Open, bright design with lots of
white space
Made a calm palette based on
Oxfordshire County Council brand
colours and
Combined Boombox and
Oxcentric into a single website
called oxme.info
Made the name clear and put the
logo at the top of all the pages
Not used juniors and seniors to
separate out different sections on
the website
Much less clutter on the pages
Cut the main menu to four main
options plus news and events
Simple navigation based around
search and themes
Kept it all clear and SIMPLE
Comments enabled on any page
we want (can be turned off)
Comments threaded, like a forum
Carefully selected bespoke style
font for the headers
Body text in an attractive, smart
font, with nothing in basic black or
white
Distinctive look that can easily be
used on posters and more
Links are coloured and underlined
so they stand out better
Choices are presented simply via
a topics model, with key pages
highlighted
All these and more content is
included on-site with fresh content
developed with experts like Public
Health, SEN and Care experts
and the Anti-Bullying Officer
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